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See What Your Apps Can Do With Sandkorn
Published on 05/01/18
Peter Borg Apps announces Sandkorn for macOS, a new and easy to use utility that shows you
which macOS apps that are sandboxed. It also shows you what entitlements those apps have.
Many apps are restricted in a sandbox - all new Mac App Store apps are - but it is hard to
know what those restrictions are for each app. Sandkorn helps you with that.
Stockholm, Sweden - Sandkorn from Peter Borg Apps is a new and easy to use utility that
shows you which of your macOS apps that are sandboxed. It also shows you what entitlements
those apps have.
A sandbox is an access control technology for macOS. Many apps are restricted in a sandbox
- all new Mac App Store apps are - but it is hard to know what those restrictions are for
each app. And it is even harder to get an overview of all your apps. But Sandkorn helps
you with that.
By using Sandkorn you can now in a simple way see what apps have no restrictions at all
or, for instance, are limited to accessing your contacts or some particular folder.
Sandkorn checks for apps and executables within each folder in the Folders sidebar, by
default it includes the Applications and Utilities folders. It doesn't check subfolders,
so you have to add each subfolder that you want to be included by using the plus sign at
the bottom or Add Folder in the File menu.
For each app that it finds, Sandkorn tries to find any other executables within that app
bundle, for instance plugins and XPC services. And then it looks for all entitlements that
those use.
In Sandkorn you can see the information either by listing the apps or by a list of each
entitlement used by your apps. In that way you can both check a specific app if you are
curious about that and also check a specific entitlement if, for instance, you want to see
what apps can use the camera.
Requirements:
* macOS High Sierra 10.13 or later
* 12.3 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Sandkorn is free and is available worldwide exclusively through the Mac App Store in the
Utilities category.
Peter Borg Apps:
https://www.peterborgapps.com/
Sandkorn:
https://www.peterborgapps.com/sandkorn
Download from Mac App Store:
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/sandkorn/id1377973524?ls=1&mt=12&at=1001l3eG
Screenshot:
https://www.peterborgapps.com/images/sandkorn-screenshot-1.jpg
App Icon:
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Peter Borg Apps is a small, but great, company that creates apps for macOS, iOS, watchOS
and tvOS. We believe in creating easy to use, powerful and elegant apps. All Material and
Software (C) Copyright 2018 Peter Borg Apps. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo,
Macintosh Mac OS X and macOS are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or
other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their
respective owners.
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